DRESS CODE WORKING GROUP REPORT
(27 August 2018)

REVIEW OF DRESS CODE SURVEY RESULTS
OVERVIEW:
- 59 Reponses received: considered a positive result with a good cross section of year
groups (majority of responses from younger year groups – Kindy to Year 4)
- Majority of respondents are happy with current ‘Dress Code for Students’ and
current uniform and don’t see any need for dramatic change.
- Many respondents commented favourably on the ‘flexibility’, ‘comfort’ and
‘simplicity’ of current uniform believing it to be ‘smart’ and ‘practical’
- While only a small minority commented that the cost of uniforms was too high,
many respondents cited the ability to purchase non-logo generic items at cheaper
external suppliers of significant importance.
- Not a huge amount of support for a complete overall of colours or design,
particularly if it meant a price increase. However, 65% of respondents supported a
minimal refresh of polo (eg. striped collar) as long as there was NO price increase.
- Key recommendations from respondents were as follows:
o Cotton fabric options (but only if no cost increase)
o Better stain resistant t-shirt fabric (darker colour perhaps)
o Better winter options including:
§ warmer pant option for girls
§ long-sleeve polo shirt
(extra layer in winter and good Autumn/Spring option)
o Better uniformity / consistency across school eg. stricter enforcement of the
school jumper and navy tights under dresses; and less uniform
options/variations.
o Smaller uniform sizes for Kindy/PP (ie. Size 2)
o A move towards lightweight, easy dry fabric for shorts and t-shirts
o Logo to be included on faction t-shirts (only 20% didn’t approve)
- Overwhelming support for the removal of the following items (to limit options,
reduce excess stock and minimise costs):
o CARGO PANTS
o WINCHEATER (less than 5% want it kept)
o PLEATED SPORTS SKIRT
o DRESS (Size 10-16)
o FACTION POLO SHIRT (only 20% want it kept)
- The majority of respondents supported keeping the Size 4-8 dress as an extremely
popular option for Kindy-Year 3. Some requested the use of better quality, natural
fabric.

WORKING GROUP RECOMMENDATIONS:
The ‘Dress Code Working Group’ has met over several weeks with a focus on the following:
- Implementation of ‘Review of Dress Code’ survey and result analysis (above)
- A review of current ‘Dress Code for Students’ policy
- Reducing the number of uniform options available to increase consistency across the
school; reduce stock waste and minimise unnecessary costs to the uniform shop.
- Review of current suppliers and consider alternative options where necessary
- Consider possibility of updating/changing current uniform
- Ensure all uniform items are unisex
Taking into account all of the above including all survey results, the ‘Dress Code Working
Group’ would like to propose the following:
UNIFORM ELIMINATIONS & SUBSTITITIONS (Subject to P&C / Board Approval)
ELIMINATE

SUBSTITUTE WITH

REASON

Hat (Cap with Flap)

-

Windcheater

-

Cargo Pants

-

Dress (Size 10-16)

-

Shorts

MICROFIBRE UNISEX
SHORT

Skort

MICROFIBRE UNISEX
SHORT

Wide leg track pants

CUFFED UNISEX TRACKPANTS

Jazz pants

CUFFED UNISEX TRACKPANTS

Reduce Cost/Waste. Minimise
options. Wide brim hat is by far the
most popular.
Reduce Cost/Waste. Minimise
options. Zip Jacket is by far the most
popular.
Reduce Cost/Waste. Minimise
options. Cargo pants are rarely
purchased.
Reduce Waste. Minimise options.
Girls tend to NOT wear dresses after
Year 3.
Unisex option likely to be popular
with both boys & girls.
Fast dry, light weight more
comfortable fabric.
Reduce Cost/Waste. Minimise
options. If girls have access to the
NEW Unisex Microfiber short, there is
no need to supply Skort aswell.
Modern, unisex option more suitable
/popular with BOTH boys & girls.
Strong support for a warm pant
option for girls and believe this will
accommodate that need. Shop can’t
afford to stock both options.
Cuffed track pants are a warmer
alternative for the girls. They also
have navy tights available to them.
And, again, shop can’t afford to stock
multiple pant options.
Reduce Cost/Waste. Minimise
options. This skirt is the least popular
& least practical option. Girls will still
be able to purchase the Skirt with
Built-in bike shorts.
Reduce Cost/Waste. Minimise
options. Polo too heavy thick for
sports & t-shirt more popular.

Pleated sports skirt

Faction shirt (POLO)

UNIFORM ADDITIONS (Subject to P&C / Board Approval)
ADDITION

REASON

Long Sleeve Polo Shirt
- Sky Blue with Royal Blue
Stripe on collar and
embroidered logo.
- Cost Price $24.95
- RRP $26.00

Strong support in survey for this to be offered. Extra layer of warmth in
Winter and a good Spring/Autumn option.

OTHER UNIFORM CHANGES/COMMITMENTS (Subject to P&C / Board Approval)
- Logo to be printed on ALL faction shirts
- Logo on zip jumper, short sleeve and long sleeve polo to be EMBROIDERED, not
printed at no additional charge. This will give the overall uniform a ‘lift’ and look
much smarter.
- 2 royal blue pin stripes to be incorporated onto both the long sleeve and short
sleeve polo shirts (similar to the image below). This has been offered to us at no
additional charge, will give the overall uniform a ‘lift’ and look much smarter.
- A commitment that the sky-blue t-shirt & faction shirts will remain a 100% cotton
option for students who prefer/need to wear natural fabrics. Unfortunately,
significant cost increase and supply issues have meant that we are unable to offer
cotton fabric for the remaining uniform items. Parents/Students are welcome to
source their own 100% cotton items including royal blue shorts/pants/skirts from
alternative sources if required.
- Size 2 options for Kindy will be provided for as many items as possible.

*Logo to be embroidered. Long sleeve polo to look
exactly the same but with long cuffed sleeves.

UNIFORM SUPPLIERS:
Our current uniform suppliers are:
- Permapleat
- Willetton Uniforms
We would like to recommend that the bulk of our uniform items including the t-shirts,
polos, jumpers and tracksuit pants be supplied by local supplier WANNEROO UNIFORMS in
the future. This supplier comes highly recommended from many other schools and offers
the following benefits:
- More personalised/flexible service with minimal wait times for supplies (currently,
due to stock being sourced overseas, we can often wait months for out of stock
items)
- 100% Australian owned and operated.
- All fabric is made and dyed in Australia. All uniforms are manufactured locally in
Wanneroo. This satisfies our desire to move towards a more ethically responsible
and Australian made supplier.
- Wanneroo uniforms will store stock at the warehouse and maintain stock levels for
us as required to ensure ‘Next Day’ delivery and reduce storage requirements at
NPPS.
- More flexibility with Graduation Shirts, reducing cost and stock wastage to uniform
shop and ensuring ALL new students will have the ability to purchase a top with their
name on it.
- Embroidered logos and collar stripes at no additional cost.
- Smaller Size 2 options available for Kindy.
Note: Permapleat and Willetton Uniforms will continue to supply some items that are
currently unavailable from Wanneroo uniforms.
IMPORTANT NOTES:
- All of the above substitutions will be provided at either a comparable OR cheaper
cost to ensure NO price increase.
- Current stock will remain available until sold (possibly at a reduced SALE rate – To be
discussed further and approved by P&C). Current stock will remain approved official
school uniform and can be worn for as long as normal wear and tear allows. There
will be NO time-limit on the transition.
- We have contacted Permapleat and asked if we may return some of the eliminated
uniform options and receive a credit for other Perm-a-pleat products. In short, they
have been less than accommodating and will only accept a small number of items
that were purchased in the last few months.

